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Abstract

In this study, the paths between two prejudicial attitudes (authoritarianism and benevolence) and a proxy measure of behavioral discrimination (social distance) were examined in a sample drawn from the general public. Moreover, the effects of two person variables (familiarity with mental illness and ethnicity) on prejudice were examined in the path analysis. One hundred fifty-one research participants completed measures of prejudice toward, social distance from, and familiarity with mental illness. Goodness-of-fit indexes from path analyses supported our hypotheses. Social distance is influenced by both kinds of prejudice: authoritarianism (the belief that persons with mental illness cannot care for themselves, so a paternalistic health system must do so) and benevolence (the belief that persons with mental illness are innocent and childlike). These forms of prejudice, in turn, are influenced by the believers' familiarity with mental illness and their ethnicity. We also discuss how these findings might contribute to a fuller understanding of mental illness stigma.
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Researchers believe that it is the hot emotional response (prejudice) to outgroups and not the cold cognitive appraisal (stereotype) that yields discriminatory behaviors toward outgroups (Stangor et al. 1991; Fiske 1998). Results of a meta-analysis on 23 social psychological studies showed that discrimination had little correlation with stereotype ($r = 0.16$) while it correlated significantly with prejudice ($r = 0.32$, Dovidio and Gaertner 1996). Stereotypes and prejudice also correlated poorly with each other. Using path analytic strategies, we are going to examine the path between prejudice about mental illness and the behavioral response (discrimination). A proxy for behavioral discrimination used in research on racial and other outgroup stereotypes (Crocker et al. 1998), as well as in studies on mental illness (Link et al. 1987; Penn et al. 1994; 1999), is social distance. Social distance reflects an individual's self-report on his or her willingness to readily engage persons with mental illness in activities such as hiring them for babysitting, dating them, and renting them a room.

Previous factor analyses have identified two distinct clusters that reflect prejudicial attitudes about mental illness: authoritarianism (the belief that persons with mental illness as a class are inferior to normal persons and therefore require coercive handling) and benevolence (kindness to unfortunates, leading to behavior akin to how parents treat children) (Cohen and Struening 1962). These factors are derived from the Opinions of Mental Illness (OMI) Questionnaire (Cohen and Struening 1962) and are considered to be prejudice rather than stereotypes, because they represent respondents' agreement with these attitudes. These factors have been cross-validated on samples from Canada (Taylor and Dear 1981), Britain (Brockington et al. 1993), Greece (Madianos et al. 1987), and Israel (Rahav et al. 1984). We expected to find that authoritarian attitudes that view the person as incapable of self-care would clearly lead to social distance. However, we also expected that prejudices like the benevolent view that persons with mental illness are childlike can have equally pernicious effects and lead to social distance. Attitudes of benevolence can lead to a kind of parental concern about lack of responsibility ("You're simply not trying hard enough to deal with your mental illness."), that can result in anger and a desire to avoid the irresponsible individual (Weiner 1995).

Researchers have examined several variables that affect prejudicial attitudes about mental illness. Familiarity with persons with mental illness seems to be highly associated with attitudes about this group (Link and Cullen 1986; Penn et al. 1994; Holmes et al. 1999). Familiarity has been described as knowledge of and experience with mental illness. Intensity of familiarity varies, from a person only seeing television portrayals of mental illness, to a person having a friend or coworker with mental illness, to a person having a family member with mental illness, to a person having a mental illness him- or herself. Familiarity with mental illness has been shown to be inversely associated with prejudicial attitudes toward mental illness (Holmes et al. 1999).

Other person variables also affect prejudice toward mental illness. In particular, persons from minority ethnic groups experience mental health stigma more harshly than those from the majority group (Rush 1998) and seem to be less likely to endorse prejudice about mental illness (Schnittker et al. 1999). Hence, we expected ethnic background (i.e., minority versus nonminority) to influence authoritarian and benevolent attitudes about mental illness. Figure 1 summarizes the paths tested in this study. Two person variables (familiarity and ethnicity) inversely influence prejudicial attitudes toward mental illness (authoritarianism and benevolence), which in turn directly affect the believer's social distance from persons with mental illness.

Figure 1. Path models examined

Method

Research participants for this study were recruited from 24 Illinois community colleges participating in a statewide paraprofessional training initiative on increasing knowledge and skills related to mental illness and psychiatric rehabilitation; data were collected at the beginning of the program and hence were not affected by training. These students were about evenly split between individuals who had been working in community services for mental illness and individuals with no prior work experience in the field. No differences ($p > 0.40$) were found in measures across groups with and without prior
work experience; hence, the remaining analyses represent data from the collapsed samples. Of the 240 persons solicited for the study, 151 provided data sets that were included in the analyses reported here; the other 89 subjects failed to complete one or more of the study measures and hence could not be included in the path analyses. The group of final participants did not differ significantly from the whole sample by demographics. Table 1 summarizes demographics for participants whose data were analyzed in this report. In particular, ethnicity was split into white and nonwhite groups.

Table 1. Demographics and measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean/frequency</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>81.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (yrs)</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>39.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>18.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; BA</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>77.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonwhite</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonwhite</td>
<td>110.2</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authoritarianism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benevolence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note.—AA = associate's degree; BA = bachelor's degree; > BA = some graduate school education; HS = high school; OMI = Opinions of Mental Illness; SC = some college; SD = standard deviation. Familiarity is the score from the Level of Contact Report. Authoritarianism and benevolence are the factors from the OMI Questionnaire. Higher OMI scores represent greater disagreement with the prejudicial attitude. Social distance is the total score from the Social Distance Scale.

Measures of Familiarity, Prejudice, and Social Distance. Research participants completed three measures that represented familiarity, prejudicial attitudes, and social distance. Familiarity was assessed using the Level of Contact Report (Holmes et al. 1999). Previous studies have measured familiarity categorically by asking participants the yes/no question, "Do you know someone with a mental illness?" (Penn et al. 1994). However, categorical measures have limited power compared to measures based on interval or ratio scales, so the Level of Contact Report was developed. The Level of Contact Report lists 12 situations that vary in intimacy with persons with mental illness. These situations were adapted from other scales used in stigma research (Link et al. 1987; Penn et al. 1994) and varied from least intimate contact ("I have observed, in passing, a person that I believe had a mental illness"), to medium intimacy ("I have worked with a person who had a severe mental illness at my place of employment"), to high intimacy ("I have a mental illness"). Three experts in psychiatric disability ranked the situations in terms of intimacy of contact; the mean of rank order correlations summarizing interrater reliability was 0.83. A subsequent sample of 100 research participants validated the rank order (Holmes et al. 1999).

Research participants were instructed to check all of the situations on the 12-item list that they have experienced in their lifetime. The index for familiarity in this study was the rank score of the most intimate situation indicated by the participant. For example, a research participant who checked three situations from the test—"A friend of the family has a severe mental illness" (rank order score = 9), "I have watched a documentary on television about mental illness" (score = 4), and "My job includes providing services to persons with mental illness" (score = 7)—would receive a score of 9 because "A friend of the family has a severe mental illness" is the most intimate of the checked situations.

Prejudicial attitudes about mental illness were assessed using the OMI Questionnaire (Cohen and Struening 1962), a measure that has been used in several studies about prejudicial attitudes toward mental illness (see Corrigan and Penn 1999 for a review). The OMI comprises 70 statements about the presentation and treatment of mental illness (e.g., "One of the main causes of mental illness is a lack of moral strength or will power") that respondents rate on a 6-point agreement scale (6 = strongly disagree). Factor analyses of the OMI have yielded five reliable and valid factors, with the two factors accounting for the greatest variance corresponding with authoritarianism and benevolence (Struening and Cohen 1963; Taylor and Dear 1981; Brockington et al. 1993). Higher OMI scales represent greater disagreement with the prejudicial attitude.

Social distance from mental illness was assessed with the Social Distance Scale (SDS, Link et al. 1987; Penn et al. 1994). The scale comprises seven items (e.g., "How would you feel about renting a room in your home to a person with severe mental illness?") that participants rate on a 0- to 3-point willingness scale (3 = definitely unwilling). The sum of ratings equals social distance, with higher scores representing greater desire to distance oneself from persons with mental illness. The SDS has good internal consistency (α = 0.73) and validity (see Penn et al. 1994 for a fuller discussion of the SDS psychometrics) and is often used in stigma research as a proxy measure for behavioral indexes of discrimination against mental illness (Penn et al. 1994; Holmes et al. 1999).
Results

The means, frequencies, and standard deviations of measures included in the study are summarized in table 1. Note that the sample was significantly female (which corresponds with employment trends in the mental health field) and about three-quarters white. Moreover, the sample was fairly familiar with mental illness, scoring 8 on a 12-point scale, and did not exhibit significant social distance. Average SDS scores below 14 suggest the sample is "probably willing" to socially interact with persons with mental illness; the mean score for our sample was 9.3. Unfortunately, such high mean scores yield ceiling effects and restricted ranges that might lead to type II error. This problem needs to be considered in the interpretation and discussion of the results of the data analyses. Intercorrelations among these measures, plus associations with the demographic variables, are summarized in table 2.

Path analysis was used to test the theoretical model outlined in the introduction because it examines both the size and the direction of association among a set of variables. Results of this analysis are summarized in figure 2. All analyses were conducted using the SAS System's CALIS procedure. These analyses used the maximum likelihood method of parameter estimation with all analyses performed on the variance-covariance matrix (Hatcher 1994).

Figure 2. Model of relationship between ethnicity, familiarity, authoritarian and benevolent attitudes, and social distance

Table 2. Intercorrelations among demographic and dependent measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.18*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.14*</td>
<td>0.26**</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity</td>
<td>-0.14*</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.30**</td>
<td>-0.31**</td>
<td>0.16*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authoritarianism</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.14*</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.28**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benevolence</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.19*</td>
<td>-0.18*</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.32***</td>
<td>0.15*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Familiarity is the score from the Level of Contact Report. Authoritarianism and benevolence are the factors from the Opinions of Mental Illness Questionnaire. Social distance is the total score from the Social Distance Scale.

Note.—Standardized path coefficients appear on single-headed straight arrows; correlations appear on double-headed curved arrows; *values corresponding with starred (*) coefficients were greater than 2.00 (p < 0.05). Path A represents the mediating effects of authoritarian attitudes. Path B represents the mediating effects of benevolent attitudes.

Goodness-of-fit indexes for the various models are presented in table 3. The chi-square statistic included in this table provides a test of the null hypothesis that the
reproduced covariance matrix has the specified model structure (i.e., that the model fits the data). Table 3 also provides three additional goodness-of-fit indexes: the normed fit index (NFI, Bentler and Bonett 1980), the non-normed fit index (NNFI, Bentler and Bonett 1980), and the comparative fit index (CFI, Bentler 1989). The NFI ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 represents the goodness of fit associated with the null model (a model where all variables are uncorrelated) and 1 represents the goodness of fit associated with a saturated model (a model with 0 degrees of freedom that perfectly reproduces the original covariance matrix). The NNFI and CFI are variations on the NFI that have been shown to be less biased in small samples (Bentler 1989). Values on the NFI, NNFI, and CFI greater than 0.9 suggest an acceptable fit between model and data.

Path A in figure 2 shows the relationships between person variables (familiarity and ethnicity), authoritarianism, and social distance. As shown in table 3, the chi-square was nonsignificant ($\chi^2 = 0.16, p > 0.90$), supporting the fit between model and data. Moreover, values for the NFI, CFI, and NNFI were all greater than 0.9 and fairly robust, also supporting the fit between model and data. We compared the path between authoritarianism and social distance with its reverse—social distance and authoritarianism—to make sure Path A was not spurious (higher OMI scales represent greater disagreement with the prejudicial attitude). As can be seen from table 3, none of the indexes of goodness of fit supported the reverse model.

The $t$ values for the three path coefficients in Path A were all significant ($p < 0.05$). Familiarity and ethnicity, which were not shown to be significantly intercorrelated, were significantly associated with authoritarianism. The greatest effect in the path was between authoritarianism and social distance.

Path B in figure 2 showed the path from person variables to benevolence to social distance. Once again, the indexes representing goodness of fit, summarized in table 3, all supported the fit between the model and data: the chi-square was not significant and the NFI, NNFI, and CFI all exceeded 0.9. The reverse model—social distance to benevolence—failed to show good fit; for example, the three indexes of fit were below 0.9. Moreover, the path coefficients in Path B corresponded with significant $t$ values. Once again, the largest coefficient represented the path between prejudicial attitude (benevolence) and social distance.

Discussion

Research completed by social psychologists suggests that prejudicial attitudes influence discriminatory behaviors. Results of this study support a similar path for mental illness. Namely, prejudicial attitudes about mental illness influence social distance, a proxy for discriminatory behaviors toward persons with mental illness. Persons who less strongly reject an authoritarian attitude toward mental illness—the belief that a paternalistic mental health system should make decisions for persons with psychiatric disability because they are unable to care for themselves—are more likely to maintain social distance from this outgroup than others. This finding seems to make sense and parallels theories about the overall pernicious effects of mental health stigma; that is, negative views about mental illness lead to negative behaviors toward persons with psychiatric disabilities (Corrigan 1998).

Of equal importance in this study are the deleterious effects of benevolence. Namely, the view that persons with mental illness are childlike and need to be watched by a compassionate caretaker also leads to social distance. In fact, the path coefficient between benevolence and social distance ($-0.40$) was greater than the coefficient representing the path between authoritarianism and social distance. Hence, both benevolence and authoritarianism lead to decisions to avoid persons with mental illness.

In some ways, the path that includes benevolence might be counterintuitive; one might suspect that viewing persons with mental illness as innocent children might lead to helping behavior rather than to social distance. However, viewing persons with mental illness in this manner may also engender perceptions of irresponsibility. This, in turn, may lead to angry reactions and avoidance (Weiner 1995; Corrigan 2000). A current study by our group is trying to tease out the mediating effects of sympathy and anger.

Findings from this research also supported the hypothesis that two person variables influence prejudicial attitudes about mental illness. Individuals who are relatively more familiar with mental illness, either through school learning or experience with peers and family members, are less likely to endorse prejudicial attitudes about this group. Moreover, persons from minority ethnic groups are less likely to support prejudicial attitudes toward mental illness. Social psychologists have shown that outgroup members (like persons from ethnic minority groups) who are the object of prejudice from the majority are less likely to be prejudicial toward others (Fiske 1998).

The size of the sample was somewhat small, although still within the range of path analyses reported in the literature (Hatcher 1994). Moreover, the sample was largely female and white, thus diminishing the ability to generalize findings to the population. Future research needs to cross-validate these findings on independent samples. Nevertheless, all of the goodness-of-fit indexes for the two models examined in this study were robust,
and the individual path coefficients were all significant. Moreover, the reverse models (social distance → prejudicial attitudes) failed to yield adequate goodness of fit. Hence, these findings seem to solidly support the hypotheses of the study.

There is a second problem with this study that needs to be examined in future research. Namely, the size of the relationship between prejudice and social distance, although significant, was still small. This finding is contrary to the original predictions tested in this study; expressed prejudicial attitudes do not necessarily correlate with actual discriminatory behavior (Devine et al. 1996). Persons may say one thing about an outgroup but act toward them in a different manner. Future research needs to determine whether social distance, the behavioral discrimination proxy, actually leads to discriminatory behavior. Are persons who endorse prejudicial attitudes about mental illness less likely to associate with persons with psychiatric disabilities?

Findings from this study have implications for stigma change programs. One of the debates in the research literature on changing social attitudes is that improving attitudes does not necessarily lead to enhanced behavior (Weiner 1995; Corrigan 2000). Results from the path analyses in this study suggest that prejudicial attitudes have direct influence on discriminatory behavior. Hence, changing these attitudes may lead to improvements in behavior. The path analyses also showed that familiarity with mental illness may diminish prejudice toward this group. Hence, education and contact programs that promote familiarity with mental illness may diminish prejudicial attitudes.
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